Meadow Lake Wind Farm consists of six phases and is located in northwestern Indiana in Benton and White counties, northwest of Indianapolis. The site is advantageous as a location for modern wind power electrical generation as the area has a strong, proven wind resource.

Headwaters I saves more than 1.4 billion gallons of water each year and prevents the air pollution that causes smog, acid rain, and climate change.

Meadow Lake Wind Farm's generation is equivalent to the average consumption of more than 213,000 Indiana homes.

Economic Benefits

- **CAPITAL INVESTMENT**
  - $1 billion+

- **PAID TO LANDOWNERS**
  - $51.3 million

- **PAID TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS**
  - $17.3 million

- **SPENT LOCALLY**
  - $65.4 million+

- **PERMANENT JOBS**
  - 63 jobs created

- **CONSTRUCTION JOBS**
  - 429 jobs created

All economic data reflects the estimated amount throughout the life of the project.
EDP Renewables North America LLC (EDPR NA), its affiliates, and its subsidiaries develop, construct, own, and operate wind farms and solar parks throughout North America. Headquartered in Houston, Texas, with 58 wind farms, nine solar parks, and eight regional offices across North America, EDPR NA has developed more than 8,800 megawatts (MW) and operates more than 8,200 MW of onshore utility-scale renewable energy projects. With more than 950 employees, EDPR NA’s highly qualified team has a proven capacity to execute projects across the continent.

EDPR NA is a wholly owned subsidiary of EDP Renewables (Euronext: EDPR), a global leader in the renewable energy sector. EDPR is the fourth largest renewable energy producer worldwide with a presence in 28 markets across Europe, North America, South America and Asia Pacific. EDPR has a robust development portfolio with first-class assets and a market-leading operational capability in renewables. These include wind onshore, utility scale and distributed solar, wind offshore (through its 50/50 JV – OW) and technologies complementary to renewables such as batteries and green hydrogen.

EDPR is a division of EDP (Euronext: EDP), a leader in the energy transition with a focus on decarbonization. EDP – EDPR’s main shareholder – has been listed on the Dow Jones Index for 14 consecutive years, recently being named the most sustainable electricity company on the Index.

For more information, visit www.edpr.com/north-america.